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We study the phase structure of Euclidean lattice gauge theories in

four dimensions for certain non-abelian subgroups of SU(3) by using

Monte-Carlo simulations and strong coupling expansions. As the order of

the group increases we observe a splitting of one phase transition into

two«
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The most promising attempt to study non-abelian gauge field theories

is at present Wilson's lattice ultraviolet cutoff procedure [l]. Clearly

the phase structure of the lattice theory is of great importance for

confinement properties of possible continuum theories.

For the abelian U(l) theory one expects a two phase structure, while

the SU(n) theories in four dimensions should allow only for a confining

phase. The question about the phase structure of the theory has been

answered for the case of electrodynamics both analytically [2] and by

computer studies [3], It has been shown in [2] that there are at least two

phases having different confinement properties, while in [3] support in

favour of a two phase structure has been found using Monte-Carlo techniques.

Since the lattice theory formulation allows to use as a gauge group also

?. discrete group, the phase structure of theories with finite subgroups of

a continuous group can be studied. For the 2 theories with n > 4 two
n

phase transitions are found [3]: one moving with increasing n towards lov/

temperature, the second one approaching the critical temperature of the

U(l) theory.

The SU(2) gauge theory on a lattice has been studied also extensively;

both the average energy of a plaquette and the string tension support the

conjecture that there is no phase transition in four dimensions [4]. A

cross-over region from the high temperature to the low temperature regime

is presencly studied extensively; on the one hand a sharp peak in the

specific heat has been observed there [5], on the other hand a connection

with o. possible roughening transition which is probably not deconfining

is considered [6]. In addition theories with a discrete subgroup of SU(2)

have been studied [7]. By increasing the order of the subgroup the observed

phaso transition is shifted towards temperature zero and gives an additional

indication that the SU(2) theory has a phase transition only at T = 0.

For the SU(3) case there is up to now less information available.

OnJy the average energy per plaquette, a few points for the Wilson loop

variable [8] for small loops and in addition results for the specific

heat [9] have been obtained.

In this letter we start a study of theories where a discrete non-

abelia\ subgroup of SU(3) is used as a gauge group. We concentrate, only



on non trivial subgroups which are not subgroups of SU(2) and which have a

structure similar to a rank two group. Unlike the SU(2) case there exists

an infinite number of such subgroups which are of two different types [1O].

On the one hand there exists a finite number of crystal-like groups and

their double groups to which we will return elsewhere. On the other hand

there exists an infinite number of subgroups of SU(3) being -ehe analog of

the dihedral groups which are denoted by A(3n^), n being an integer and the

number in brackets gives the order of the group. In the limit n •»• °° one

obtains a disconnected two parameter continuous group A(3°>2).

Let us next turn to a short description of the by now well-known

lattice formulation of local gauge theories. We will always work in four-

dimensional Euclidean space-time and use a four- dimensional hypercubical

lattice. The field configurations are defined by attaching to each bond b

(one cell) of the lattice a group element g, such that the inverse elementb
is associated to the oppositely oriented bond. The partition function for

a volume A is obtained by summing over all configurations; each contribution

is a product of Boltzraann factors

where g is the product of bond variables associated with the bonds of a

plaque tte P (two cells) , dg denotes the Haar measure of the group and

means in our case just averaging over the group/ and the action per

plaguerte entering in (1) is defined with the help of a character x by

Sp(g) = 3(Re x(9>/X(e) - 1) , (2)

where e denotes the unit element of the group and ß = l/g2 plays the role

of. the square of the inverse coupling constant or inverse temperature.

We are mainly concentrating in what follows on the average action

per plaquette:

S(ß) = <1 - Re x(gp)/X(e)> , (3)



where the expectation value of an observable F is defined as usually by

S
<F> = lim z"1 / n dg n e P F({g }) . (4)
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(3) can be rewritten in terms of the free energy

' = lim In Z , (5)
6 30

where N denotes the number of lattice sites in A. The constants in (2) have

been adjusted so as to obtain E(O) = 1 and E(«) = 0.

Let us next give a short description of properties of the A(3n^)
v

groups. Each group element can be labelled by three integers as g ,
( *-»m)

where X, and m run from zero to (n-1) while k runs only from zero to two.

The multiplication law can be written in compact form as

k k' k+k1
gU,m) gU',m') g(U,m)+o. U',m')) ' ( '

JC

where cr denotes the following mappingic

akU,m) =

k = O

k = l (7)

k = 2

and addition is always modulo 3, respectively modulo n. The groups A(3n2)

are obviously semidirect products of an abelian subgroup Z, with the

abelian subgroup Z x z and a. in (6) and (7) is a homomorphism of Z. ton n K J
the group of automorphisms of Z x z .

If n H o(mod 3) the elements g° with I = O, n/3, 2n/3, form the
( // X.J

centre of the A groups which are in this case only subgroups of SU(3) but

not of the group SU(3)/Z ; on the other hand if n ̂  0(mod 3) the A groups

have a trivial centre and are also subgroups of SU(3)/Z .

All representations of the A groups can be written in closed form;

there are (n2-l)/3 three-dimensional representations and three one-

dimensional ones for n £ 0 (mod 3), while in the other case {i H o (mod 3))



on r. v n^/3 ~ l three-dimensional representations exist besides nine one-

dimensional ones. Let us note also that the special case of the A (27)

group has been studied in connection with duality transformations -for

spin systems recently [11].

The general expression for the characters of the three-dimensional

representations may be labelled by two integers p. e {0, 1, '. . . ,n-l} and is

given by ' ,' , ,

, , , ,
X'̂  <£'m) ko

—•(-p.U+nO-JpJl)
+ e n * " } (8)

but clearly not all representations belonging to different (p. /p„) are

inequivalent .

In order to have a possibility to compare lattice gauge theories with

increasing group order we have chosen as a typical representation in all

our cases that one with p1 = 1 and p? = 0. (X = X/i /-.%•)

To be able to compare Monte Carlo results with analytic expressions

in certain regimes we started also the study of strong coupling expansions

for observable quantities (and will return to it in a later publication

x>;here we include an analysis of the cross over region from the strong

coupling to the weak coupling regime which was observed in [8] for the

50(3) group around ß = 6 for our groups). The formalism of the strong

coupling expansion [12] is by now well-known. The first step consists in

doing a Fourier expansion of the Boltzmann factor on the group which

according to Peter and Weyl exists :

ß Re XJ2I M

e x(e) = I i. (3) x (g) . (9)
1=1 "~ J'

As an illustration we quote for the group

Aj_i_2)_: M = 4

T (ß) - l = I.(ß) = -±r (eß + 3e"ß/3 - 4) , j = 2,3
D 12 (lOa)



A(27): M = 11

~ i = I.(ß) = Jj (e5 + 2e~ß/2 - 3) , j = 2,...9

(10b)

A(48): M = 8

Ij(ß) - l = I (ß) = ~ (eß + 6eß/3 + 9e~ß/3 - 16) , j = 2,3

I4(ß) = I5(0) ß

(IOC)

j = 6,7,8 .

From equations ( lOa - c) and similar expressions for higher order groups

it is trivial to obtain the expansion of the averaged action per plaquette

(3) for high temperature

E(ß) = I e 8 • (ID
m=0

Up to ß1* that expansion is identical to the expansion of 1 - t(3) with
d

c(3) = -rr In I,(ß) where x,(g) in (9) denotes the trivial representation,
dp 1 *l

For the groupsunder consideration in this letter the expansion (11) reads

up to 0(ß5):

E(ß) = l - f-- -fr-- -~^ , n = 2 (lla)

EC») . i - - - a . . . , n = 3 (lib)



Since no duality properties are known for non-abelian gauge models

an expansion for large ß has to be determined separately. The first term

in that expansion can be determined rather simply by the following obser-

vation. The partition function (1) is given besides a constant term by a

finite sum of decreasing exponentials. The,term dominating asymptotically

for ß -»• » is determined by' the gauge field configuration with smallest

positive action which occurs with a certain multiplicity m; so one gets

Z (ß) K const.(l + 4-N.m-e~
5e'AS') (12)

ß-*°

AS a jfcos ^-D .

Evaluating the free energy from equ. (12) we get for E(ß) :

E(ß) = 4-m.|AS|.e~|AS|6ß (13)
ß-*w

which gives the behaviour indicated in figures la - If.

There we give our results on E(ß) for the A(3n2) groups for n = 2 up

to n = 7. The most conspicuous features are the very broad hysteresis loops

and the complicated two phase structure for n = 6,7.

The results have been obtained o n a 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 lattice. (Test calcu-

lations o n a 6 x 6 x 6 x 6 lattice have convinced us that the lattice size

does not play a crucial role.) We performed the familiar thermal cycles:

After starting either from a disordered phase (ß small) or an ordered phase

(0 large), we calculate E(ß) at fixed 3 until the results are stable; then

we change ß by a small amount Aß (jiß| = 0,025) and calculate E(B) for every

new ß. In the regions of rapid change it took a large number of iterations

(we used 30O interations) to get sharp phase transitions.

The reason for the broad hysteresis loops and for the slow convergence

of the Monte Carlo procedure near phase changes lie in the large degeneracy

of the action SD(g) (equ. (2)) with respect to the various group elements g.



According to equ. (8) 2n^ group elements give the same contribution to the

action. This explains also the tails of E(ß) at large ß, where E(ß) stays

practically constant over thousands of iterations.

Several other features may be noted:

For all investigated groups the Monte Carlo results agree nicely v/ith

strong coupling expansion results from ß = 0 up to a value of ß, where E(ß)

is about 0,7 (which happens for n ̂  4 near ß = 2,75), then a sudden drop

occurs.

The phase change which occurs after a start from the ordered phase

moves from 1,1 for the group A(12) to 1,3 for A(27), to 1,5 for A(48) and

to 1,9 for A(75). This happens because of the n dependence of the high-ß

expansion equs. (12) and (13). We expect an interesting phase structure

when n has become so large, that the two regions of phase change overlap.

Finally we want to point out the analogy to results in Zn models where

for n £ 5 two phase transitions have been observed. In our investigation

two phase transitions are clearly seen for n- 6, whereas for n = 5, the

group A(75), we cannot resolve two phases.

Note that the crossover region for SU(3) occurs around ß = 6 in our

normalisation; our critical points occur for smaller values of ß and do

not allow to study that region.
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